Oak Grove with:
- Boulders
- Mulch
- Demonstrating planting that grow under oaks and ultimately requiring no irrigation.

4' Concrete Path

Ex. Sidewalk to Remain

Natural Cobble/Vegetated Swale with Granite Weirs

Planting Blocks

Ex. Sidewalk to Remain

New Shrub Planting

Ex. Sculpture

4' Concrete Path

Kiosk

Rainwater Leader Outflow

Evergreen Tree

(2) ADA Seats at Table

Seating Steps (2R @ 8")

Cistern

Ex. Trees to Remain, typ.

Rainwater Leader Outflow

Bark Mulch under Ex. Trees, typ.

Cobbled/Vegetated Swale

Gravel Mulch

Native Planting

Shade Tree

Bridge Feature

42" h Guardrail

Barrier Shrubs

Ex. Sculpture

Scoring Pattern (Add Alternate)

(Add Alternate)

Ex. Horse Sculpture to Remain

Gathering Area with Table/Benches, Seat Walls & Seat Pads

Ex. Horse Sculpture to Remain

Hydration Station

Street Tree, typ.

Stairs (Add Alternate)

Accessible Path

Ex. Sculpture

Ex. Trees to Remain, typ.

Bio-Retention Area

Bio-Retention Area

SIGN LEGEND:
- LOCATION SIGN
- BEST PRACTICE SIGN
- INFORMATIONAL KIOSK
- KIOSK